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Elektrolasfittingen
ELGEF+

 Modular, all polymeric, automatic
disc filters with a patented self-
cleaning backwash mechanism

Pneumatic drive:
REV Series

The REV Series is the new modern line of pneumatic 
cylinders with an attractive price level without making 
concessions on quality. Available in various models 
with a wide range of options, such as feedback. 

The REV pneumatic air-controlled actuators are perfect 
for the automation of industrial valves, such as butterfly 
valves and ball valves. REV actuators have a torque from 
5 to max. 8,000 Nm, the required control pressure is 
from 6 to 10 bar.

The drives are available in both double-acting and  
single-acting versions. The available tilt angle is 90°.  
On a single-acting version (SA), the integral spring  
package ensures that the pneumatic drive (and hence 
the valve) automatically returns to the rest position 
(open or closed) when the control pressure is relieved.  
The running time of the actuator can be set by means  
of the plastic throttle valve in the Namur 5.2 valve.  
The actuator can be adjusted +/- in both the open 
and closed position. The double-acting version (DA) is 
air-controlled in both directions. 

The REV Series is supplied on the FIP plastic or cast 
iron butterfly valve (ReValve) or ball valve, incl. complete 
assembly with flange set and is further characterised by 
an ISO-standardised connection pattern with a Namur 
control valve.

CHARACTERISTICS
Double and single-acting version with 24 VAC or 24  
VDC actuator
Simple operation by comparison with an electric drive
For installation on a plastic or stainless steel butterfly  
valve or VDL ball valve
Constant torque
Fast opening and closing
For use in both indoor and outdoor applications
Optional limit switches
Outstanding price/quality ratio

TECHNICAL DATA (ACTUATOR)
Actuator housing  : anodised aluminium ASTM 6063,  
  UNI 10681
Actuator end caps : aluminium UNI EN1706, EN AC- 
  46100, epoxy-coated
Plungers : aluminium UNI 5076
Gear shaft : nickel-plated steel AISI SAE 11L37 -  
  ASTM B 656, optionally stainless  
  steel
Bearing : engineering polymer
Packings : EPDM, optionally FPM (Viton) or
  silicone
Temperature range : standard from -50°C to +70°C
  (NBR)
Control pressure      : 6 to 10 bar compressed air
  (conditioned)
Option : mini monitor for feedback
 : limit switches (open and closed)

APPLICATION
Pneumatic drives are used on butterfly valves or ball 
valves in automated processes such as ebb and flood 
and drip irrigation installations
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WORKING PRINCIPLE
Anti-clockwise rotation is obtained by connecting the air pressure to port ‘A’, the two plungers are forced outwards so 
that the spindle rotates in clockwise direction. During this movement, air is blown out from the outermost chambers 
through port ‘B’. Clockwise rotation is obtained in the opposite order, i.e. by connecting the air pressure to port ‘B’.

 

The pneumatic drive GTWB52 (02232-703401) is no longer available since mid-2020. 
This drive is replaceable by the GTWB63 (02232-703402).
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Air consumption and possible dimensions of valves

Model Air consumption    FE butterfly
valve

    ReValve   Ball valve  VKD  LKVID   Basic design
   (to ISO)

(N.lt) PVC (mm) Metal (mm) PVC (mm)

GTKB 43 0,18 50 F03/F05

GTKB 44 0,18 32 F04

GTWB 63 0,4 90 90 F05/F07

GTWB 75 0,6 110 110 F05/F07

GTWB 83 0,88 125 125 F05/F07

GTWB 92 1,2 160 160 F05/F07

GTWB 110 1,9 200 200 F07/F10

GTWB 118 2,7 250-315 250-315 F07/F10

Anti-clockwise rotation - closed position                         Open position  
 

Clockwise rotation - closed position                Open position
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